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THE ART OF TEACHING LAW IN LAW 

SCHOOLS AN OVERVIEW 

Faisal Shahzad1, Sobia Bashir2 

ABSTRACT: 

Teaching itself is an art which requires a rather different set of skills 

than other professions. Most of the professions are meant to serve the 

cause of ensuring one’s subsistence but teaching is philanthropic and 

a selfless devotion of sharing and learning.  

This article deals with various concepts and techniques related to the 

art of teaching at law schools. Before embarking upon the intricate 

concepts in teaching law the speaker should begin from introducing 

the topic with its historical background, origins and other allied 

details. Each intellectual discourse is ideally initiated from the 

easiest part including definitions, introductions and classification, 

legislative exigency and its legislative spirit. 

Procedural laws have its distinct significance, things need to be in 

black and white or else they will end up in gray. Students must be 

made to know more about the role procedural laws play in 

adjudications. The law establishes protection from the errors and 

mala-fide of individual judgments.  

One of the most paramount aspect in teaching law is that the 

formulation of new concepts is relatively less important than the 

deconstruction of already ill formed notions. Theoretical and 

jurisprudential understanding is mandatory prior drill before 

practical. The focus and emphasis should be on content 

understanding rather than technicalities pertaining to dates, section 

numbers, specific legal expressions and terminologies. These 
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specialized legal terminologies need explicit analytical 

simplification.  

Teaching methodology must instill everyday practical life 

experiences and examples from case laws. Creativity is to creating 

activity, interactive discourse and participatory approaches should 

be fostered in teaching techniques. Body language and gestures may 

also be resorted to in communication. Personal conviction and self-

belief is the corner stone of teaching. Dutiful teacher is a beautiful 

teacher. Inquisitor manner of teaching has been proven much more 

efficient and effective than speech based or lecture based. 

Key words: Legal education, Law teaching techniques, Law course 

designing, selecting books and other reading materials, crafting 

syllabus for law schools.  

1. INTRODUCTION 

This article is meant to serve the cause of new professors and 

teachers who decide to choose law school teaching as their 

profession. Advice through this article is by no means basic and I 

hope that experienced teachers will find some useful ideas here. 

Much has already been written about law school teaching1. The last 

few years has seen a mushroom growth in the establishment of new 

universities generally across the country and especially in the 

province of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa hereinafter referred to as KP, 

around nineteen/19 public sector universities have been setup in the 

last ten years or so and most of these newly established varsities offer 

the discipline of law. There can now be seen a tremendous interest 

and scope for choosing law school teaching as a full-time lifelong 

profession. Methods of legal instruction and designing of law school 

curriculums has never been as important as today. A considerable 

number of research work now focuses on innovative class room 

methods2 and assessment techniques3. Some reports expound best 

practices in legal education4. There are also many blogs5 and 

websites6 including online news letters7 and other research journals 

primarily developed for law school teaching. Why was the need felt 
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to work on such an unexplored area? Because most of the research 

works mainly focus on mere teaching techniques mostly generic in 

nature and not serving the core purpose in refining the teachers skills 

required for law school teachings. No research work, to my 

knowledge, has ever tried to focus on enumerating specific guidelines 

for teaching law courses or designing law curriculum and 

evaluations. That is the main object of this article. 

The law teacher must be aware of the fact that effective 

communication with the students is the hallmark of their profession. 

It must be borne in mind that the students are from various 

backgrounds and are often holding an ill-conceived and ill-formed 

notion. A law teacher has to first identify and then slowly deconstruct 

such ill-formed notions and create and impart a new and legally 

sound perspective in the minds of its audience. Law students are 

often mistaken to be someone who are aware of ideas, concepts and 

perspectives that are created at a law school. This fundamental 

mistake is unfortunately common in countries having no or weak 

civic education. This article will also focus on teacher-student 

relationship wherein the teacher is expected to be transparent with his 

students; the teacher must also reveal the structure of his course, its 

relatively more important areas, its significance and object.  

A new entrant at law school, when bombarded by conflicting 

theories, intricate legal terminologies, mature & articulate way of 

reasoning, too many topics with numerous goals mostly unspecified, 

sometimes lose the plot. Selection of modest goals and objectives in 

the start will help in aligning the students’ distracted focus.  Strategy 

precedes tactics and tactics precede implementation. The use of 

tactics is though significant however not as much as the prior 

strategic planning on what is intended to be achieved by teaching a 

particular discipline and how to go about it. The readers of this article 

may not necessarily agree with individual finding enumerated herein 

and as they say we can always agree to disagree however it will 

trigger their creative and critical faculties and will also further their 

inquisitiveness.      
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2. DESIGNING COURSE OBJECTIVES 

Ideally a teacher when assigned to teach at a law school will begin 

from the text of statute law or the black letter rules without realizing 

the objectives that are intended to be achieved. Is it merely the black 

letter rules that need to be taught? The answer to this question is in 

negative. The teacher in this case is expected to teach how to apply 

the black letter rule to a new set of facts besides educating them on 

its political exigency. Without such considerations teaching text of 

various laws in absence of the policy which surrounds them will 

become more robotic and mechanical.  

After all that has been said there are a number of goals that one might 

opt to accomplish in dealing with your assigned course. They are 

certainly not limited to the following: 

a. Making your students fully aware of the black letter rules. 

b. Enabling them how to apply the black letter rule to a new set of 

facts. 

c. Allowing them to learn, with the help of illustrations and other 

hypothetical drawn inferences, that a slight deviation in the facts 

of the case alters its legal consequence.  

d. Elaborating case analysis, breaking the case down to its 

elementary subdivisions including facts, issues, precedents, rules, 

application, holding, evidence, presumption, discretion, order, 

decree and judgment.  

e. Enhancing their ability to differentiate relevant facts from 

irrelevant.  

f. Helping them understand the significance of procedural laws 

regime.  

g. Introducing them to ethical and professional responsibilities that 

are associated with the case. 

h. Giving them a taste of real or practical world litigations and 

useful tips.  
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i. Exposing them to law moots, which will polish their litigation 

skills by putting them in the courtroom simulations. 

j. Legal drafting exercises and mock contract deed writings and 

mock negotiations are also required to be developed at the law 

school and must be included in the core goals. 

k. The students must also be encouraged to study and understand 

the problems pertaining to pre-lawsuit scenario.  

l. Legal drafting and statute drafting are not synonymous skills, 

therefore the students are also expected to command the art of 

statute drafting in addition to the all-important legal drafting. 

m. Each law course must be having a historical rundown of events 

and evolutionary development, creating suitable understanding of 

the law students. 

n. Jurisprudential and philosophical understanding of the given law 

text is the foundation of all law courses; students need to fully 

comprehend the significance and inevitable nature of developing 

a theoretical insight in the courses. 

o. Explaining a theory and justifying it are two different 

phenomena; in a law school explaining is though appreciated but 

justifying the same is something called gold.  

p. Being a social science law needs to be taught not in isolation but 

from interdisciplinary perspectives. This would include teaching 

it from legal and economical perspectives and that of other co-

related disciplines like psychology, political science, sociology, 

history and ethics.  

q. Gender and race do carry implications on the outcome of all legal 

proceeding. Students need to be sensitized on their role and 

importance in construing a rule or deciding a case.  

Though all of them cannot conveniently be achieved, even to achieve 

some of them the teacher has to carefully think and evaluate the 

significance of each and every goal hereinbefore enumerated and also 
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realize how important it is to accomplish them in the core objectives. 

All these goals are directly linked to the referred objectives intended 

to be achieved.  

3. FOCUSING ON REASONABLE AND CONVENIENT 

NUMBER OF OBJECTIVES  

As once said by fictional American president Andrew Shepherd that 

“governing is choosing.”8 Apparently it seems to apply to teaching as 

well. Course objectives help teachers to design them more 

effectively. In selecting goals one has to be realistic; too many and 

the students will lose their focus and won’t be able to grasp the real 

essence of what is taught; too little on the other hand will not serve 

the purpose. Relatively it is hard to teach to first year/semester 

students even some of the basic objects cannot be achieved in such 

cases. A careful selection of realistic and possible goals will help 

teachers in transfusing all that matters at such a nascent stage of their 

degree.  

The question which goal to pursue brings its answer in the ability and 

unique set of skills one brings with himself to the class in teaching. 

The ability of the teacher to know and foresee the needs of his 

students and what they should be exposed to in the start. Correlating 

the courses that are intended to be taught will help minimize the 

replication, duplicity and reiteration at the cost of repetition.  

In determining the needs of students the teachers are required to 

carefully avoid the mistake of confusing the situation of their student 

with their own. Law teachers are graduates of law schools and all of 

them possess a distinct understanding and interest which may be 

theoretical or in contrast, the law student with his peculiar to others 

approach may not be receptive to the same. Students should be taught 

what they need the most.  

The students must equally consider the significance of learning the 

Black letter rule, more so in the first semester the students are 

expected to command the text and literal comprehension of the law. 

Though there are law schools where the text of the law is kept in the 
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backdrop and contractual obligations and torts are discussed without 

making reference to the precise regulations. Most law professors will 

sometimes aloof themselves from the idea of referring to the Black 

letter rule and will mainly focus on legislative policy, theory and 

applications.9 It must be noted that for the students learning the letter 

of law is as important as knowing its spirit and legislative exigency. 

After concluding on the goals and desired objectives the law teacher 

is required to assess and devise a strategy through which these goals 

could be achieved in the classroom with allocated time caps. Take the 

example of any course that you are assigned to teach, normally you 

will commence from discussing its theme, introduction and the 

question that will it be possible for you to return to it during the 

course of semester? How much time will be enough to properly teach 

the subject in hand? Teachings of allied concepts are equally 

important as the core ones and that should also be taken into account. 

Similarly specifying teaching methodology is another important 

component to decide. The teacher may opt for a lecture based or 

demonstration based teaching, modern tools may also be resorted to 

in communicating with the students and engaging the students in an 

exercise based learning. All these and beside other techniques must 

be decided in prior before setting up the syllabus.  

It is essential to bear in mind that core objectives and goals have been 

specified in the start of the semester, causing any mid-semester 

alteration will confuse the students and they will be distracted and 

only have a smoky picture of the course taught. This will also 

mismanage the already planned scheme. It’s OK to make an 

occasional observation that relates to a goal you rejected. And a mid-

course correction may be necessary if your students seem to be 

drowning. But when you broach or pursue a discarded goal, you are 

burning up a scarce and precious commodity i-e classroom time. 

When it comes to budgeting that time, don’t expect your students to 

absorb anything that you say only once.  
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4. TAKING ON A NEW COURSE  

When a young teacher who is yet to explore the entire scheme is 

asked to prepare a new course or a course which is new to his 

expertise, he will have to take the following factors into 

considerations as initial steps before invoking. 

a. Get to grips with or becoming proficient in the subject assigned 

to teach.  

b. Funneling Ideas and Materials, Topic by Topic, into a Teaching 

Outline for the Entire Course. 

c. Obsolete or rejected books and other sources for assistance  

5. SELECTING BOOKS AND OTHER MATERIALS 

Selecting or choosing a book at the start of semester will prove 

significant at the end. Teacher or instructor is required to select a 

book or reading material which in his belief is best for drawing a 

counter narrative or adverse perspective before the students. It may 

not necessarily be the most preferred or favorite book of the teacher 

himself or something that he out rightly agrees with. The essence is 

in creating a critical module of dissemination of information and 

knowledge. The required information must be gathered at the start of 

the course, like the question as to how exhaustive is the reading 

material? Manner of its sequencing, tabulation and most importantly 

its content are required to be answered before the commencement of 

the classes. Contacting all legal publishers will facilitate the cause10. 

Struggling with your chosen teaching materials the whole semester is 

detrimental to the core cause of teaching, therefore selection of books 

and reading materials which is new or not aligned to or different than 

his acquired skills in the field or teaching aptitude. As a matter of fact 

it’s a semester long conversation of the teacher and as well of the 

students with the chosen reading material or books for teaching 

purposes. Every teacher has some degree of intellectual cohesion, 

sentimental attachment and strong familiarity with his chosen book; 

this makes it difficult for him to abandon it11, despite of being aware 
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of its shortcomings, however this inability on part of the teacher or 

instructor may be remedied by keeping the answers as open ended for 

the students to derive conclusions from, while resorting to material 

other than preferred by or suggested by the teacher. 

Bearing in mind that in some faculties, not all, the teacher may feel 

influenced in choosing the book of his choice. It mainly occurs in 

situations where a faculty member has authored a book on the subject 

you are teaching. In such a case every available book may be 

evaluated on the criteria hereinafter referred to. 

a. Refraining from selecting the most popular, interesting or the 

book used by your instructor: 

Making safe choices in selecting books and other related materials is 

mostly impulsive. One feels attracted towards either the most 

familiar, known and books used by their teachers but every book 

deserve a fair and equal chance. A celebrated book will not always be 

compatible with your organizational needs, study structure and 

desired outcomes.  

Selecting your teacher’s book may also be tempting due to its 

familiarity and often forced readings. And when you know that your 

teacher was assertive and bent upon translating concepts from the 

same book with a lot of ease and convenience12. But the baffling 

questions need answers as whether the teacher himself like and prefer 

the book you intend to use, whether he was happy and contended 

with its content, did he later opted for a better alternative. Similarly 

sticking to a book for long does not validate its content nor does this 

quantitative conclusion be taken as a test for judging the relevance or 

importance of any book. Each instructor must choose a book that 

suits the interests of its audience not necessarily of himself.  

b. The impression of first few pages or chapters of the book 

should never be treated as the last:        

Though it’s commonly said that the first impression counts the most 

but this proposition does not apply in judging a book by its cover or 
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first few pages and chapters. A book may, to begin with is very 

intriguing and compelling may subsequently become not only boring 

but less effective. The decision which book to choose amongst a 

number available on the subject must ideally be taken as early in the 

semester as possible preferably before the start of session and classes.   

Certain books are coauthored by more than one if not many authors 

therefore expecting consistency in the organization and content will 

be the stretch of imagination beyond practical constraints. 

c. Inclusion is convenient and comparatively well founded than 

exclusion:         

Most books and reading materials provide an extensive scheme of 

study which the teacher has to accordingly tailor to the needs of the 

students and the cause. But it has its own draw back specially for a 

new law teacher when he has to select the best candidate for 

omission. There could be situations that such omission if not wisely 

carried out will leave the student confused and with a smoky picture 

of the course. If we take the example of penal laws and of the 

procedural laws in some cases which are mostly taught with a design 

scheme by selecting portions which in the opinion of the teacher 

concerned are important and basic for the law students to command 

at such an early stage, such selection inclusively and exclusively if 

not exercised wisely will leave no impression of both the teacher and 

the course.  

Sometimes the teacher will ask the students to cover up for the 

leftover parts of the taught statute or case laws, this practice is not 

appreciated because all that a student is asked to cover must in the 

opinion of the teacher be something important, in that case it must 

not have been left over, similarly all that is covered by the students 

will give them a right to ask questions and explanations. Owing to 

the problems referred hereinbefore it is greatly warranted to choose a 

more compact book which include all that are necessary and relevant 

to be thought.  
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d. Organized, systematic and codified presentation of the book 

and reading material:     

Scientific presentation, systematic order and codified layout are the 

attributes of book organization. All these must be in in line with 

vision set forth by the course in charge, moreover it must also be less 

confusing and presented in a manner aversive of any conflicting 

phenomena it preaches. Are the topics given in the table of contents 

organized in a sequence of taking the students along? Beginning from 

the elementary subdivisions of the basic concepts enumerated in the 

book which will make it easier for teacher to chalk a bigger picture of 

the course he intends to embark upon. Poorly organized book may 

result in creating hardships in delivery for the teacher and in 

digesting the essence of lessons for the students. Being an effective 

law teacher it is imperative to help your student devise a mental map 

of the course taken and topics therein. 

Mostly it is difficult for the students to fully command the distinctive 

and transitional parts given in a poorly organized book, the topics 

either are scattered or in some cases piled up in one portion of the 

book.  

e. The perspective with which the book is authored and its 

significance for the course in-charge. 

   In some cases it becomes the matter of great importance to be 

personally satisfied from the perspectives with which the book is 

authored. There are often found more than one perspectives in 

defining or detailing concepts on a given issue, mostly they are 

divergent and conflicting at times. Being a social science law is also 

one of those many disciplines which can be taught from a number of 

angles now it’s up to the law teacher how to attune himself with the 

course and the reading material available including books. The law 

teacher need not to stifle with the contents or ideology in which the 

books is thematically designed, it is more appreciated to choose the 

right book from the start which is in consonance with the teachers 

perspective towards the course. It is equally important to consider 
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whether the books is merely focusing on theoretical or exclusively 

practical aspects of the course taught, or whether its historical 

dimensions are over or under emphasized. Similarly some books are 

mere accumulative courts decisions with no or rare explanatory notes 

for the students to articulate their minds.     

f. Utility of the reading material and the book selected for the 

students. 

The best way to unsettle your students is to select a book or reading 

material which is beyond their comprehension. Briefs or notes given 

at the end are mostly inquisitorial in nature and will spur new ideas in 

the minds of its readers; this may sound very appealing to the 

teachers and researchers but will leave the students confused in trying 

to foster a tunnel vision in comprehending various intricate legal 

concepts. The professor will normally take the foregone questions as 

rich source and suggestive ideas for research and can surely be of 

much significance to them but it is not imperative at the same time to 

be equally useful for the students and other readers with weak or 

elementary foundations. 

g. Book containing brief for the teacher and its significance.      

Though a relatively new but equally important development in 

authoring new books include a manual or brief for teachers. Its 

significance undeniably increases many folds for a fresh law teacher 

especially when he has not yet developed an insight and aptitude in 

the subject. Every author while writing any book will need a medium 

of communication with its readers before they could start reading and 

unfolding concepts enunciated therein. Dukeminier’s13 Case book 

was the first to contain a teacher’s brief for the first time. How can it 

be decided as to what should make its way into the teacher’s guide or 

manual? How can it be made more explicit and interpretative brief of 

the detail concepts of the book? These besides few others need to be 

part of the manual, like why a particular case or concept made its 

way to the book in the first place and its rational? What core goals 

were intended to be achieved? What hypothetical questions teachers 
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are confronted with while teaching the book in hand? This drill will 

help all the teachers to be aware of and be prepared for all the related 

concepts which are mostly conjointly taught. Even an accomplished 

teacher having taught the subject before would also need a diverse 

perspective in approaching the discipline.  

6. Crafting syllabus and designing scheme of studies: 

After selecting a book and other teaching materials the most 

important task that has to be performed is to craft the relevant and 

more appropriate portions for its incorporation in the syllabus. These 

potions are contentious and also provide the basic structure on which 

the student can later built their edifice of sound understating. The 

following ideas may be considered before designing syllabus and 

scheme of studies.  

a. Composition of reading material and curtailing it to its 

possible and doable ends.  

It would be a misplaced assumption to expect the students to be able 

to know and digest the entire lesson no matter how many pages have 

been given to them for overnight reading purely because of a feeble 

or in some cases no capacity of fostering articulate understating. The 

ideal approach should always be qualitative then quantitative in 

covering concepts from the book and other reading materials. Too 

many reading and writing assignments may lead to distract the 

students and their understanding and comprehension will truly be 

superficial and cosmetic. In determining the course contents and in 

choosing what to be taught by leaving other topics one would need to 

strike a fine balance between adequately covering the topics deemed 

more important and giving students ample time to cover their reading 

assignments and fully comprehend them too. The idea is never and 

should for that matter never be about covering the entire book or 

books but get the gold out of the mine by selecting only relevant and 

most appropriately adequate concepts for the students. It may sound 

easy for the instructor to order about the full coverage of all the 

reading materials but it will surely take a toll on the students not to 
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mention the teacher himself. Giving students time to read is perhaps 

as important as giving them time to absorb what they read, no teacher 

should claim credit for teaching a hefty amount of lessons in one 

lecture if the students are unable to get the desired results out of it. 

Coverage without comprehension is not coverage at all. 

b. Topic specification and its incorporation in the syllabus.  

It’s been seen more often that most case books are designed and are 

mostly comprised of more topics then to be covered in a single 

course. In such case the teacher assume the role of an editor. The 

case book is accordingly edited to the extent of those topics only 

which can be conveniently taught. The teacher is initially required to 

choose those centric or core topics, theories and other concepts which 

are absolutely mandatory for the students or in other words without 

making reference to such key areas students will not be able to foster 

a sound understating of the course chosen.  

Each teacher has some desired goals to achieve while teaching a 

course. If the topic coincides with the core objectives it should be 

made part of the syllabus in the contrary removing it remains the only 

option.  

There are topics which have an elementary reference in the preceding 

course in preparation to its details exposition in future, such topics if 

covered beforehand would assist the students in their prospective 

classes, such inclusion would create a blue print of what he is 

expected to be exposed to in future. Such inclusion however should 

always be treated secondly.  After been able to identify the core 

topics it will comparatively become convenient to think of 

accommodating additional topics in the course which would not have 

been possible before plotting out the course outlines and the time it 

will consume. In trying to sift between the topics to be incorporated 

in the syllabi and those which can not one should always remember 

that not every topic deserve the same treatment, some require a deep 

appreciation whereas others need a mere introductory reference. This 

will somehow makes it easier for additional topics which could be 
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incorporated in the scheme which were otherwise excluded. It is not 

expected of any new law teacher be precisely correct while editing 

the course book and designing a scheme of study as he would 

develop an aptitude in the subject and may suggest additional 

amendments in the scheme of study with the passage of time.  

c. Sequencing of topics in orderly manner.  

After when the topics to be taught are fully identified the next step 

would be to decide and agree on the order in which they are to be 

approached. It is not necessary to follow the case book; liberty can be 

taken by the teacher concerned in rearranging the sequence in which 

the topics are to be covered. This decision of what to begin with will 

greatly impact the students’ experience of the course they will study.  

The most important question would be to decide about what to be 

taught first as it would affect the way the students will perceive the 

course content and enable them to study a more advance and detail 

version of the same course in the future. It does not always sound 

correct if the topics are arranged pedagogically than logically. There 

are situations where a law teacher can best draw a bigger and wider 

picture of the spectrum of topics which are rearranged to cause a 

consistent approach in its understanding. This can be illustrated in a 

case based teaching methodology, while expounding a case the 

instructor can rely on a number of laws and statutes which may not 

always be given in book in a sequenced manner. Having said that 

such diversified approach however cannot and should not ideally be 

employed in the first semester/year, as this would possibly leave a 

number of students in a quagmire of confusion. It is more warranted 

to begin with doctrinal introductory concepts which are relevant and 

further explain the course undertaken.  

d. Imparting continuity in the thought process. 

It is equally imperative for a law teacher to impart continuity in the 

thought process of its students, relying on long and confusing 

passages will leave the student less interested. While unfolding a 

concept from the past or any precedent the emphasis should not 
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merely be restricted to the facts and the principle drawn back then, 

however there should be an effort to establish a direct connection 

between the past precedent and the issue in hand. One of the prime 

examples in this connection would be that of Marbury’s VS 

Madison14. Such cases will somewhat consume a few weeks of 

classes to cover. This drill will only include to focus on their mere 

factual introduction and establishing the correctness of one and the 

fixing the liability on the other. Mostly the students will lose track of 

the topic under discussion and in this case it was the concept of 

judicial review and more importantly to draw a relationship between 

the instant legal matter and the precedent hereinbefore referred to. 

The discussion inhere however is not about lessening the significance 

of the case but is about strategically placing the reading materials for 

imparting continuity in the thought process of the students.   

e. Choosing the right time for dissemination and unfolding new 

and detailed concept.        

Choosing appropriate time for disseminating the relevant information 

is crucial at law school. In an effort to learn more or to teach more it 

sometimes happen that concepts which need to be unfolded later on 

in the scheme are resorted to in the first place, in order to reach the 

inner layer one has to go through the initial few.      

[T]he job is to figure out what to say and when and how to say 

it. First you have to get your audience’s attention. Once you’ve 

done that, you have to present your case. Preparing a New 

Course message in a clear, logical fashion, the beginning, then 

the middle, then the ending. You have to deliver the information 

the way people absorb it, a bit at a time, a layer at a time, and in 

the proper sequence15.  

A law teacher must synchronize the topics in such a way that is 

convenient for absorption. Such sequencing can be made on 

micro level such as ordering the progression of new topics and 

ideas and macro level by ordering such progression spread over 

the entire semester. A particular emphasis has to be made while 
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exposing students to theory and policy. Starting with abstraction 

more so in the first few semesters will leave the students 

wandering, it is rather advised to let them get familiar with real 

life examples of the intricacies they are about to unfold, in other 

words let them develop their own aptitude so that to be able to 

grasp the meaning of relatively mature discussion for them. The 

components hereinafter provided are recommended to be 

incorporated in the syllabus for law schools. 

a. Required and recommended text  

b. How you may be contacted; scheduling of student appointments; 

office hours 

c. How you plan to conduct your class.  

i. Manner of calling on students.  

ii. Cases/Problems/Other.  

iii. Your expectations as to classroom participation.  

iv. How you will field questions.  

v. How you will deal with student unpreparedness.  

d. Your attendance policy.  

e. Course web page, if any.  

f. Course listserv, if any.  

g. How you will test and grade your students.  

h. Policy on audio taping of class sessions.  

i. Policy on use of laptop computers in the classroom16. 

j. Review session(s), if any.  

k. Special dates, if any.  

l. Materials, if any, on reserve in the law library. 

m. Reading assignments    

7.  Conclusion: 

In summary, it is needless to state that teaching in a law school is not 

only a profound and intricate art but also has a colossal impact on the 

society overall. It defines the very architecture of law itself and in the 

long run determines and shapes the understanding, prevalence and 

respect of the same. Be it the designing of courses and syllabi for the 
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students of law or the establishment of reasonable objectives, 

deconstructing misguided notions and reconstructing the same, every 

move every little decision matter more than it appears to. The major 

key elements of the art of teaching in law schools can be exhaustively 

concluded as: 

• The teacher should appeal to the inquisitive nature of the students 

so as to create an analytical ambiance in the class room. 

• He or she must have ample vocabulary so as to make sure that he 

or she has a variety of ways to explain the complex and intricate 

concepts of law. 

• The stereotypical approach of preferring the memorization of law 

over the actual comprehension and understanding the true spirit 

of law must be avoided and all costs. 

• The method of teaching should always be organized, systematic 

and considerate rather than impulsively blurting out everything 

from the top of the head.  

• The lecture needs to be a multilogue and not a monologue for 

obvious reasons of ensuring a better learning environment, 

intellectual growth and capacity building of the students. 

• Qualitative approach should be opted by the teacher since it has 

yielded much better and efficient results compared to the 

quantitative approach. 

• The teacher should also be vigilant so as to ensure that he or she 

does not impose his or her personal views and opinions on the 

students but to expose them to all the concerned perspectives and 

allow the students to form their own. 

Nevertheless, these key elements along with many others are the 

crown jewels of the art of teaching in law schools. 
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